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NAT FULL MEG DOLAN 1331(COVER TOP W/BAY BUILDING)

(nat full meg dolan)
'We don't have like a stable of really good teachers, just waitin' to jump into the classroom....' (laughter)
CUTS OF THE GROUPBANNER - TEACHER SUMMITCG - HERNDON AVE.         CHESAPEAKE BAY FOUNDATION,         ANNAPOLIS MD

(narrator track)
teachers, principals,  and milken winners gather at a summit.
NAT FULL - TEACHER TBA

(nat full)
'tba'
MORE GATHERING

(narrator track)
their two-fold purpose: dispel myths, and help design an evaluation plan for teachers and principals, based on student growth.
MEG DOLAN 1717:50

(sot meg dolan)
'This is not about getting rid of bad teachers, we're a soundbite culture, that's what everybody hears. That's not the point of it...'
NAT FULL TEACHER - TBA

(NAT FULL TEACHER - TBA)
'paper rustles'
SOT MEG DOLAN (COVER SOUND) CG - MEG DOLAN         MODERATOR

(sot meg dolan)
'What we'd like to achieve here today is to get feedback from some of the best teachers in Maryland ... what kind of formative assessments, what kind of day-to-day activities that produce a recordable outcome could we look at as data to determine whether a teacher is effective, in-effective, or highly effective.'
NAT FULL NANCY SPEAKING TO THE GROUP

(nat full nancy grasmick)
'... there's a recognition nationally...'
SOT NANCY GRASMICK

(sot nancy grasmick)
'These are people that are not threatened by a process, but they want it to be fair, they want it to be transparent...' 
SOT NANCY GRASMICKCG - NANCY S. GRASMICK         MD SCHOOLS SUPERINTENDENT

(sot nancy grasmick)
'What I want to see coming from them are ideas about how DO we judge student growth? ... What are some of the mechanisms, with high standards, that we can use to make those decisions?
NAT FULL TEACHER IN CLASSROOM

(nat full - classroom)
'tba'



SOT KIM SCHMIDTCG - KIM SCHMIDT         TEACHER OF THE YEAR, HARFORD          COUNTY

(sot kim schmidt)
'I think the most important thing from a teacher's standpoint, is that teachers are involved in the process to help improve teacher evaluation...' 
SOT KIM SCHMIDT

(sot kim schmidt)
'There's teachers from every jurisdiction in Maryland, and we all have different perspectives...'
SOT JENNIFER RANKINCG - JENNIFER RANKIN        TEACHER OF THE YEAR, GARRETT CO.

(sot jennifer rankin)
'... different students ... different needs.'  'I think from a teacher's perspective, what supports are we looking at for teachers?'  'It's not about evaluating teachers and then telling them to  (she laughs) to hit the road. What it's about is evaluating teachers and having them involved in the process so that we can provide professional development -- and really -- supports for them to grow.'
SOT AARON DEALCG - AARON DEAL         TEACHER OF THE YEAR, WICOMICO         COUNTY

(sot aaron deal)
'You'll often see a -- a teacher who is a talented teacher will sometimes be rewarded with a challenging class. And in that classroom they may have some students with high absenteeism, students that don't mix very well...' And that teacher may be beside a classroom that has strong parents that are motivating them...'
POT AARON UNDER

(narrator track)
comparisons, says aaron deal, need to tell the full story
SOT AARON DEAL

(sot aaron deal)
'I'm not exactly sure what the answer is, but I think those things have to be taken into consideration.'
NAT FULL MEG DOLAN 1348

(sot meg dolan)
'I've got three ELL kids...'
MORE OF THE TEACHERS & TALK

(narrator track)
over the coming months, educators will weigh all the factors in crafting the evaluation plan.
SOT NANCY GRASMICK

(sot nancy grasmick)
'... they're willing to say 'yeah, hold me responsible!'
SOT KIM SCHMIDT

(sot kim schmidt)
'...  we do it all the time -- and I think we can shed some light on the process for when we institutionalize it.'
ANOTHER EXT. OF BUILDING

(narrator track)
in annapolis, this is msde tv.

